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Synopsis: Taking our cue from Bayer & Brandner (2008), we investigate the feature composition 
of “simplex” wh-elements in German, e.g. wer ‘who’ or was ‘what’, vs. “complex” wh-elements 
with internal structure, e.g. ‘how many’, ‘for which student’. We show that simplex wh-elements 
do not contain any features other than [+wh]; in particular, they do not contain the features D 
(including its sub-features Person, Number, and Gender), Case, nor Animacy. This approach 
makes correct predictions on at least two accounts: (i) headless relatives are headed by simplex 
wh-words, and not by relative pronouns, due to the lack of features of the antecedent; and (ii) 
combined with Roberts’s (2010) theory of head movement, we derive the data of Bavarian and 
Alemannic doubly-filled complementizers reported in Bayer & Brandner (2008), which despite 
(possibly cross-generational) speaker variation, crucially also represent our own grammar. 
 

D: We argue that wh-elements do not contain the feature D when they are not referential. In this, 
they differ from D-linked wh-elements, which we argue to contain D, building on Pesetsky 
(1987) and Heck & Müller (2000). Along many others, we understand the features Person, 
Gender, and Number to be sub-features of D, and therefore to be absent in non-referential wh-
elements. The 3rd person singular masculine agreement witnessed on verbs and pronouns, we 
claim, is not agreement triggered by a Person or Number probe, but default agreement. Evidence 
for this abounds: infinitives, finite CPs, and impersonal passives also trigger 3.SG.M agreement. 

 

Case: Following a long tradition established since Marantz (1991), we take case assignment to 
be post-syntactic, thereby eliminating the need for a syntactic feature Case. 

 

Animacy: We argue that animacy is not a grammaticalized syntactic feature in German. Instead, 
we follow Wurmbrand (2017) in that each noun has a formal gender feature out of the set {M, F, 
N}, and may have a semantic gender feature out of the set {M, F}. Inanimacy is then simply non-
animacy: inanimate nouns are characterized by the absence of a semantic gender feature. In this 
way, animacy falls out of the gender system without the need to postulate an independent feature 
[±animate]. This approach derives the following two constructions that could potentially be 
understood as counter-arguments to the absence of animacy in the syntax: 

 

 1. Gender mismatches: There seems to exist an animacy/inanimacy split in gender mismatch 
constructions. The noun Mädchen ‘girl’ has the formal gender N and the semantic gender F. A 
possessive pronoun agreeing with Mädchen can appear with either feature:  

 

 (1) Das   Mädchen sitzt an { ✓seinem         / ✓ihrem          } Platz. 
  the.N girl(N)     sits   at  { ✓POSS.N.3.SG / ✓POSS.F.3.SG } spot  
  “The girl is sitting at her spot.”  

 

An inanimate noun like Gabel ‘fork’ with formal gender F can only take possessive pronouns 
that agree with F, not with N as might be expected given that a fork is a thing.  

 

(2)  Die   Gabel   liegt an { ✓ihrem          / *seinem         } Platz. 
  the.F fork(F) lies   at  { ✓POSS.F.3.SG / *POSS.N.3.SG } spot  
  “The fork is lying in its spot.” 

 



We argue that the absence of neuter agreement for Gabel ‘fork’ is not due to this word’s 
inanimacy, but to Gabel ‘fork’ not having a semantic gender feature. This argument is analogous 
to the discussion of formal versus semantic number features in Hiaki (Harley 2019).  

 

 2. R-pronouns: Famously, r-pronouns in German (cp. English there-by) can refer to inanimate 
nouns, but not to animate nouns. We argue that the class of expressions that r-pronouns can refer 
to is correctly characterized not by inanimacy, but rather by non-animacy, which derives why r-
pronouns may not only refer to inanimate nouns, but also to events, CPs, and locative adverbials, 
none of which are characterizable in terms of (in)animacy features. 

 

Prediction: Headless relative clauses  
That wh-words are featureless is evidenced from their appearance in headless relative clauses. 
While in headed relative clauses the relative pronoun d- carries the features Number and Gender 
as copied from the head noun (4), in headless relatives the appearance of the relative pronoun d- 
is impossible even with the default features M.SG. Instead, a wh-word appears, as in (5).  

 

(4)  Ich mag den Arzt,       { ✓den           / *wen } sie mag. “I like the nurse you like.” 
(5)  Ich mag,              { *den          / ✓wen } du magst.  “I like who(ever) you like.” 
  I like the.M doctor(M) { 		REL.M.SG /   who } she likes 
 

Prediction: Doubly-filled complementizers in embedded questions and relative clauses 
Roberts (2010) presents an analysis of syntactic head movement based on two conditions:  

 

 1. The feature set of the mover must be a subset of the feature set of the attractor.  
 2. The mover must be simultaneously a minimal and maximal projection (i.e., not phrasal).  

 

We have shown that Condition 1 is satisfied for non-D-linked wh-words attracted by C[+wh]. 
Condition 2 holds only for simplex but not for complex (phrasal) wh-words. Bayer & Brandner 
(2008) and Henry (1995) show for German dialects and Belfast English (BE) respectively, that 
only complex, but not simplex wh-words allow doubly-filled complementizers in embedded 
questions. The combination of the present analysis together with Roberts’s analysis then derives 
these data perfectly: (i) simplex wh-words undergo head movement into C[+wh]; (ii) complex 
wh-words do not, allowing the possibility to spell out C independently, (6) and (7). 
 

(6) i frog mi        [fia wos ] dass a  des  kauft    hot / wen (*dass)-a gseŋ hot             (Bavarian) 
  I ask  myself [for what] that he this bought has / whoACC     that-he seen has 
(7)  a. I wonder which dish that they picked. Vs.: b. I wonder what (*that) they picked. (BE) 
 

We also correctly derive that: (iii) simplex wh-words undergoing successive-cyclic movement do 
not land in C of intermediate landing sites, since these Cs’ features are not a superset of [+wh]; 
and (iv) relative pronouns, which are specified for Gender and Number, do not occupy C[+rel], 
as evidenced from doubly-filled complementizers in relative clauses in these varieties, (8). 
 

(8)  da  tisch den          wos   a   kauft    hot   is schee          (Bavarian) 
  the table REL.M.SG what he bought has   is nice 
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